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Challengies in Insurance

The challengies for insurance leaders today are:

• regulation, 

• market forces and 

• technology

We will speak about information techology 
innovations. But….. 

“Prediction is very difficult, especially about the 
future.”
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InsurTech Task Forces

EIOPA and more national authorities set-up InsurTech Task forces, topics as:

Cyber Risks: to better understand the risks, and the cyber impact 

• new opportunities and challenges that cyber risks imply for the sector 

• a sectorial vulnerabilities analysis

• potential build-up of risks and consumer protection

• mitigations and extended active dialogue

Big Data: review of the use, seeking to gather empirical evidence on the use 
of Big Data in areas such as pricing, underwriting, claims management, sales 
and/or marketing

• the benefits and potential risks to fair treatment of consumers

• assessing the boundaries of potential ethical and privacy issues arising from 
enhanced consumer profiling techniques and more granular risk 
assessments

• the impact of Big Data on the availability and affordability of insurance for 
consumers



InsurTech Task Forces (2)

Mapping supervisory approaches to InsurTech - establishing efficient 

and effective supervisory practices. 

• how the principle of proportionality is being applied in practice specifically 

in the area of financial innovation (e.g. regarding InsurTech start-ups such 

as peer-to-peer insurers)

• determining efficient and effective supervisory practices and 

• identifying possible regulatory barriers to financial innovation

Convergence on supervision of algorithms - to assess the design and 

use of algorithms to determine how the functioning of increasingly 

complex analytical IT tools and processes (e.g. artificial intelligence or 

machine learning) can be best supervised and/or communicated to 

consumers. 



InsurTech Task Forces (3)

 Insurance value chain and new business models:

• supervisory challenges arising from the new business models and the 

possible fragmentation of the value chain. 

• the increasing collaboration between insurance undertakings and non-

regulated firms (data vendors or cloud computing service providers) 

 Innovation Hub: 

• to develop a European Insurance Innovation Hub. 

• a structured framework where NCAs and InsurTech firms would regularly 

exchange experiences and provide guidance



InsurTech Task Forces (4)
RegTech: the impact in the context of regulatory monitoring, reporting and 

compliance 

• assessing how Big Data and other innovative data-analytical tools could 

be used for supervisory purposes in order to capitalize on the new data-

reporting requirements 

• Collaboration with start-ups and other entities could be considered in 

order to benefit from their data analysis capabilities. 

Distributed ledger technology (DLT) / Block-chain: 

• explore the benefits and risks arising from the use of block-chain and 

smart contracts for insurance undertakings and consumers, 

• assessing possible regulatory barriers preventing the deployment of this 

innovation. 



Insurance in 2025

• IBM Institute for Business Value published  a study proposing for 2025

four possible futures:

1. A “the swarm economy,” self-organizing and intelligent distributed 
systems, strongly compartmentalize and localize risk

2. A “central intelligence,” risk prediction becomes highly specialized as 
expert systems augment humans to optimize sales, service and claims 
decisions

3. An “Internet of Everything,” instrumented systems place high 
emphasis on risk measurement, management and feedback

4. A “survival of the fastest,” cognition and edge data become an arms 
race, with deep investment competitors building insurmountable leads.

• Other specialists are speaking about

1. A move to the real Big Data processors (Google, Amazon, Microsoft 
etc) for manufacturing or distribution

2. To have a gradual but clear evolution, without revolution



Swarm intelligence

• A collective behavior of many independent, decentralized, self-
organized systems.

• Enable distributed decision-making. Each device decides independently of 
all others how to behave, just as with human actors. Unlike humans, though, 
these devices connect and communicate with each other, sharing information 
via standard interchange rules, so that decisions take common and individual 
factors into account 

• From blanket coverage to micro-services bundled, with an emphasis on 
local and immediate repair and remediation of losses. 

• Pure insurance would shift to incremental on-site helpers that support 
and augment human skill, such as for driving or construction safety or 
nutrition. 

• Distribution of insurance would be much more embedded in day-to-day 
life, with agents and touchpoint workers becoming relationship managers, 
curators and broad risk advisors. 

• Automation of decision-making means that liability would shift from 
individuals to manufacturers or service providers, thus fundamentally 
changing customer relationships.



Central intelligence
• System complexity may remain centralized for security reasons, out of 

privacy issues regarding data sharing, or through difficulties in integrating 
necessary sensors into accessible ecosystems. 

• Pull data in centrally and provide complex judgments, advice and 
decisions 

• The key advantage of this future is the ability for deep decision-making 
—pair a vast amount of expertise with collected data from unaware edge 
systems. 

• Information access would be the premier driver of business success for 
insurers 

• Insurers could manage or interface with data hubs to act as agents on 
customers’ behalf. They could negotiate with other (non-insurance) 
providers to enable bulk buying, discounted access and joint 
products. 

• They could manage both individual device and systemic risks through 
knowledge of the data and interactions being collected. 

• Insurance becomes a “guardian angel” based on day-to-day 
observation. 

• Insurers could also offer advisory and incentive plans across provider 
networks, such as a discounted life policy for those who exercise, and 
free smoothies for every ten gym visits. 

• The ability to offer advice customers will take, through psychographic and 
next-best-action analysis, becomes critical for risk management. 



Internet of Everything
• Collecting and sharing data - a multitude of individual sensors and 

connected devices, providing the owner and/or service providers 
information about various variables and possible occupant behaviors 

• Data may be shared, but it would be shared between devices or between 
local hubs, with little public access

• Insurance would become more group-sales oriented, potentially via the 
providers and distributors of interconnected devices, as these 
relationships would trump most other differentiators

• Negotiated access to data would be a precondition for the provision of 
risk services

• There would be a shift among insurance products, products that 
bundle data access would earn better rates and more profitable risks; 
those that do not would be undesirable and rated accordingly. 

• Insurers will need to manage regulatory and discriminatory practice 
issues.

• Insurers become inspectors and start providing more microproduct 
watch-over services 

• Products could shift from blanket to conditional coverage. For 
example, teen drivers could be fully covered until 9 p.m.; proof of sobriety 
would be required after that time. 

• Gamification of risk-reducing behaviors and coaching applications 
would be bundled within such coverage, providing risk feedback as a 
social incentive to improve driving or health habits. 



Survival of the fastest
• A continuation of today’s environment, with no technology gaining 

widespread acceptance.

• Preferred data partnerships to lock up edge data and transactions that fuel 
cognition, consolidating advantage quickly.

• For insurers, this scenario is potentially the most lucrative. With an 
undiminished high regulatory burden and little need to differentiate on 
product, incumbents would move to a utility industry model, relying on 
the range and flexibility of their distribution networks. 

• Insurtechs would go into hype curve mode, and most of these models would 
incur a high failure rate or be subsumed by incumbents. 

• Without a broad range of insurance access to data, insurers would remain 
incented to drive ecosystem partnerships directly. 

• To move to maintenance-as-a-service models by bundling insurance 
behind the scenes with all manner of goods — we sell you hot water, not a 
hot-water heater.

• With customer empowerment increasing and expectations rising, today’s 
status quo — low speed-to-market and product innovation —becomes an 
issue. Insurers that can microsegment would have an advantage

• Products would expand toward insurance bundled with high-value 
products, insurance-as-a-service and insurance at point-of-risk.

• Distribution would become king, and the ability to bake insurance into 
other value chains and develop ecosystems would become a primary 
differentiator. 




